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RPG 

 

PREFACE 

 

“We accept the reality of the world with which we are presented.” 

–Christof, The Truman Show 
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Chapter One 

Before Life Began 

“So, I figured,” Keon was saying, “We’ll probably handle 

the pipeline with output in the high-hundreds, or maybe even 

thousands.” 

“Thousands of teraflops?” Marti said, and munched on a 

radish. “That’s not a pipeline, dear; it’s a major canal.” 

Keon laughed a kind of donkey braying snort. Not one of 

his more attractive features, Marti thought. 

Marti flexed and straightened her shapely calves below the 

unnecessarily high hemline that rode the old, cracked vinyl of 

the diner’s bench seat. The end table at the window was not 

ideal for a number of reasons, not the least of which was that 

the air conditioning in the old-fashioned diner was out, and the 

after-lunch sun streaming in was a bit on the uncomfortably-

warm side of things. 

And, Marti realized, it was going to take a lot more than a 

salad in a quaint eatery to get her interested in this Keon guy in 

any way other than for his money or his mind. 

Nerd. Consummate, unadulterated nerd, she thought. 
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And while Keon was not a bad looking nerd, he seemed to 

have all of the personality of overcooked spaghetti. 

“You’re still thinking in terms of teraflops,” Marti said. 

Keon blinked and raised an eyebrow. “Are you… by any 

chance suggesting I should think otherwise?” 

Max Headroom, she thought. That was what Keon’s voice 

reminded her of. Marti was amused to note that she was more 

interested in herself at that moment than in the richest man in 

the Commission-controlled world. The sun made a reflection 

of herself that she could see clearly against the shadow of the 

UPS truck parked next to the curb outside, and she observed 

that the white sports jacket she was wearing did very little to 

conceal her figure. Marti was straight, but she wasn’t beyond a 

little narcissism. The fact that she was seeing into her own 

cleavage, and that it was a pretty good view, made her wish her 

date were more interesting. 

Give him time, she thought. 

It wasn’t enough that Keon was both rich and reasonably 

good looking; Marti kept hoping to suddenly discover that the 

man had even the slimmest trace of romantic sensibilities. But 

other than the buzz she was feeling over this project he was 

pitching, she was fighting back distraction. 
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His idea was indeed interesting, but where was the story… 

the romance? 

Why couldn’t the richest man in a quarter-hemisphere 

have a little sense of adventure? 

“Marti?” 

Marti stared at him for a moment. And then she sighed 

and stretched grandly, aware that her white bra was cresting 

above the lapel of her jacket in doing so. 

“Yes, my dear Keon, teraflops. You know quite well this is 

not about floating point math.” She took a bite of broccoli. 

“I’m not really sure it’s even about bandwidth, except maybe 

for control.” 

Keon raised his eyebrow, but decided to call her bluff in 

his best west-end Hasidic voice of disdain. “Whoo-hoo-hoo! 

Look who knows so much about control!” He measured her 

reaction. “You know something I don’t, maybe?” 

“From what you’re proposing,” she said, making a pretext 

of covering her mouth as she chewed, “it’s not about control 

bandwidth. Or certainly not in teraflops. Gigaflops, maybe.” 

“You don’t think that once we have a population of a bil-

lion or so it’s going to be teraflops?” 

“In the first place,” Marti said, “It’s going to be some time 
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until we get a billion players.” In saying so, she realized that by 

using ‘we’ she was, in affect, admitting to a sort of subscription 

to Keon’s proposal. “In the second place, I don’t see why it’s 

going to require floating point math. I seem to recall that four 

billion is within the integer math of thirty two bits.” 

“Right,” Keon said, “but you’re missing it. When you are 

controlling the dreams, the prayers to God… tapping in on the 

kinky sexual fantasies of four billion online people, it’s not 

binary. You’re not doing Booleans.” 

Marti stared. “You’re saying the control lines are analog?” 

“Each one of those lines is a scalar. The data is scalar. 

Maybe you can put the interrupt requests in thirty two bits, but 

the I-O signals are going to be huge.” 

Marti stopped chewing. “Wait. Are you saying that all of 

the dreamer’s I-O is processed?” 

Keon leaned back in his chair. “Has to be,” he said. “We 

need to have both full and complete conscious—and sub-con-

scious—communications with each player.” 

It took Marti a second to respond. “In real time?” she 

asked flatly. 

“In real time,” Keon confirmed. 

“I thought every player was going to have their own private 
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stream to their game-self.” 

“True! But that all goes into the game environment by way 

of the reality matrix. Reality is a shared A-I. It’s God. Well, 

okay, the admins are God.” He chuckled. “You should be 

thinking shared memory… n-way bridge architecture.” He let 

that sink in. “And then, if you consider that each and every one of 

the sleepers—the players—are live… patched in through their 

own terminal…” 

“What kind of terminal?” 

“Connection engine. Small one. Something on the order 

of fifty teraflops. Couple thousand CPUs apiece. Gotta keep up 

with the mind of the player in real-time.” 

Marti looked at her empty plate, and wished that there was 

a little more broccoli to go with the cheese on it. 

“You’ve got the interface figured out?” she asked. “What 

is it? Some kind of crown of thorns our sleepers are going to 

have to wear when they go to bed?” Marti had recently had a 

sleep study done. It hadn’t been very comfortable. 

Keon smiled and shook his head. “No. Not a crown of 

thorns. But yes, it’s all figured out. We’re coming in through 

the semilunar ganglion.” 

“Oh!” Marti shook her head. “Not gonna! That’s a little too 
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invasive!” 

Keon was holding up his hands. “You misunderstand. Of 

course no one would want a cable harness running through their 

nose. You’re right: that most certainly would not do!” 

Marti squinted. “Oh… kay, so how are you going to get 

access to the Trigeminal?” 

Keon nearly laughed. “Bluetooth!” 

Marti repented of thinking this guy, Keon, didn’t have any 

sense of adventure. He was clearly playing with her. 

“Not Bluetooth,” Marti prompted. 

“Well…” Keon ducked his shoulders. “Not Bluetooth the 

way you’re thinking of it. It’s a special high-bandwidth prox-

imity link in micro capsular form. You inhale it.” 

Marti stared. “How small?” 

Keon shrugged dismissively. “Couple microns each.” 

“Each?” 

“You inhale a mist. We think we should be able to get on 

the order of a hundred, maybe two-hundred transceivers into 

the mucosa at the back of the nasal cavity.” 

“Transceivers? As in, two-way communications?” 

Something in the way Marti was asking brought Keon up 

short before he answered. 
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“Yes, you did understand that aspect of this, right? This is 

what you would call a completely immersive game.” 

“How immersive?” 

Keon stared into Marti’s eyes. This woman was beyond 

stunning, and he was trying desperately to maintain a sort of 

scientific, or at least businesslike, detachment. But green eyes 

above a freckled nose and curvaceous lips, not to mention that 

wonderfully petit figure that seemed to want to leap out of her 

suit of its own accord, were hard to ignore. 

He pursed his lips. “What was the most immersive dream 

you’ve ever had?” he asked. “Can you remember it?” 

Marti nodded. “Of course.” 

“Did you know you were dreaming?” 

Marti stared at a split in the vinyl seatback near Keon, and 

then shook her head. “Are you saying that our dreamers won’t 

be able to tell that they are dreaming?” 

Keon eyed the pecan pie that the server was setting down 

in front of the two of them. “If our tests are an indicator, there 

would be no reason our players would think they were any-

thing but awake and alive.” Keon took the pie, and sunk a fork 

into it and raised it. “We could be in play right now.” 

Marti’s mouth twitched into a grin. So Keon did have a 
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sense of adventure behind that somewhat crooked smile. A 

sense of adventure… maybe even a slight evil streak. 

 


